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3 4.1 RZACrynrC CONTML SYS~

3 4.1.1 MRATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARCIN TAVC CREATE THAN 200 F

LIMITINC CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.X,.1.1 %he SHUTDOWN MARCIN shall be geatar than or equal to 1.64 Delta k/k.

APPLICAEILITY: MODES 1, 2», 3, and 4. s t

aczznN:

vzrh she sHUIDNIN NSRczN less shan Z.s ~ Dazsa(L/k, isnaazaraly ifnir.sraand
cancinue boracion ac greater than or equal toMgpa of a solucion containing
greater than or equal ta-4~8"ppa boron or equivalent until the required
SNDZDDDN NSNDZN is resrerecL.

SURVEILLANCE REMARKS

4.1.1.1.1 The QSTDOuH MARCIN shall be decaaained co be geacar than eor equal
to 1.6a Delta h/k: l

ae

r

Qithin one hour after dececcion of an inoperable control rod(s) and,

at least once per 12 hours thereafter vhile the rod(s) is
inoperable. 'If the inaperable con~1 rod is icnovable or
untrippable, the above required SHUTDOWN MARCIH s~ll be verified
accepcable vith an increased allovance for the vithdravn vora? of
che. haaovable or un~ppable con~1 rod(s).

b. @hen in MODE 1 or MODE 2 vith Keff @eater than or equal ca 1.0, ac t
lease once per 12 hours by verifying chat control banJc, vithdraval is
vithin the lied.cs of Specification 3.1.3.5.

Ce @hen in MODE 2 vith Keff less than 1.0, vichin 4 hours prior ta
achieving reactor criticalicy by verUying thee the predicted
cricical concrol rod position is vithin the lisd.ts of Specification
3.1.3.5.

d. Prior to initial operacion above 5% RATED QGUtMAL PSKR after each
fuel loading, by consideracion of the factors of e beLpr, vith the
control banks ac the maxinuzs insert'on licLit of Specificacion
3.1.3.5.

+See Special Test Excepcion 3.10.1.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT - UNIT 1 3/4 1-1 ~mar NO.7E.J28.
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REACTIVIT CONTROL SYS~B

amTDOMN autCrN - TAVC LvVlS THAN OR AL TO 200 p

LI.'@TING CONDITION FOR OP~TION

3 ~ 1 1,2 The SHUTDOMN ~CZN shal1 be greater thea or equaL co 1.0% Delta k/k.

hPPLZCASILITY: MDE 5.

hCTZON:

Mich the SHUTDOMN MhRCZN less than 1.0a Delta /k, immediately iaitiate and
continue. boration ac greater than or equaL to gym of a solucioa containing
greater than or equal to {~6'ym boron or «quivaleat untiL the required
MJTDOMN MCZN is restored.

G5e
SURVEI~~CE RE UIREQXtS

4.L.L;2 The SHUTDOMN MhRCZN shall be" determined to be greater thaa or equaL
to 1.0% Delta k/k:

ao

b.

Within oae hour after detectioa of an iaoperable control rod(s),aad
ac lease ance per 12 hours thereafter vhile the rod(s) is ~ ..
inoperable. Zf the inoperable control rod is immovable" or

'atrippable,the QSTDOMN MCZN shall be verified acceptable vith
aa increased allovance for the vithdravn vorth of the immovable or
uat ippable cont ol rod(s).

hc least once per 24 hours by consideratioa of the folio~
factors:

Reactor coolant system boron concencratioa,

X. Cont ol rod positioa,

3. Reactor cooLant system average temperature,

4. Fuel hcznxp based on gross thermaL energy generation,

5. Xenon concentration, aad

6. Samariuca concentracion.

COOK NUC~~ PLhN7 - UNIT 1 3/4 1-3 mrs >O. >>8 t48
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3.I..?.1 As a minimume one of the foLLovtng bozon injection ~ paths shall be
OPERABLZ:

a. A flov path from the boric acid tanks vta a boric acid
transfer pump and charging pump to the Reactor Coolant SystetLif only the boric acid storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7a
is OPERABLE, or

b. The flov path from the refueling vater storage tank via a
charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System'if only the
refueling vater storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7b
is OPERABLE.

KODES 5 and 6.

Pith none of the above fLov paths OPUhBLZ, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATXONS or positive reactivity changes untiL at least one injection path is
restored to OP%ABLE status.

I

4.1.2.1 ht Least one of the above required flov paths shall be demon-
strated OPERABLZ:

a. ht Least once pez 7 days by verifying that the temperatures of the haec
. greater than or equal to-4APF vhed

a flov path f om the boric acid tanks is used. 69
b- ht Least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, peter.

operated or automatic) in the flcnr path that is not Locked, sealed, cn:
othe~isa SeCured in pOSitiOn, iS in itS COrreet pOSitiOn.

For purposes of this specification, addition of vater fzoa the RVFZ does not
constitnte a positive reactivity addition provided the boron concentration in che
RUST is greater than the minimum required by Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.

COOK NVCLEhE PLAHT - UNIT 1 3/4 1-7 ~~ HO. ~, 164
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3.1.Z.Z Each of the folloving boron infection flov paths shall be OPERABLE-

ao The flov path from the boric acid canks vta a boric acid
transfer pump and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant
Syscem, and

b. The flov path from the refueling vacar storage tank W a

charging pump co che Reactor CooLant System.

MODES L, 2, 3 and 4.

EQXXQE:

ao Rich che .flov path from the boric acid canks inoperable,
restore the inoperabLe flov path to OPEMLE status vithin
72 hours or be in ac least HOT STANDBY and borated to a

0
SHUTDOWN MARCH~ equivalent to ac Least Lt ak/k ac 200 P

vichin the next '6 hours; zescore the flov path to OPERABLE

status vithin the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN vithin
che neve 30 hours.

With che flov path from che refueling vacez scorage tank
inoperable, zescoze the flov path to OPERABLE status viQin
one hour oz be in ac lease HOT STANDBY vithin the net 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOQH vithin the follovtng 30 hours.

U . S

4.1.2.Z Each of che abcnre zacpxired flov paths shall be demonsczaceg
OPERABLE:

a. hn Least once per 7 days
che~~ greacar than or

0 ~eA 5 Confccinrgn

~rye IFe bn r(c
d V<

by verifying thac tha temperatures of
oa~1 to ~ P.

paEh cong,one<H~
acl'M Hnnk Wa 4e.

COOK NUC~~ PLANT - UNXT L 3/4 L-9 hHEE)HRiT NO. J.6f
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ht least once per 31, days by verifying that each valve (manual,
pcnrer operated or automatic) in the.Ger path that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured Ln position) is in
correct position.

/

c. At, least once per 18 months during shuuhwn by verifying that
each automatic valve in the Gov path actuates to its correct
position on an RQST sequencing signal.

COOK HUCIZhR PLIGHT UBZT 1 3/4 1-10 hKBG)HEHT 50- 164
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REACT IV ITY CONTROL'YSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. with:A boric acid storage system
gooO

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of~1-gallons,
45Vo 5 o

2. 8ebneen Qi4&Np and porn of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of~F.
b. The refueling water storage tank with:

2.

3. A minimum solut

APPL'ICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

A minimum usable borated water volume of 90,000 gallons,
A minimum boron concentration of 2400 ppm, and

ion temperature of 80'F.

ACTION:

With no borated water source OPERABLE. suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes* until at least one borated water
source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4-1.2.7 The above required borated water source-shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

2.

3.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water, <

Verifying the water level volume of the tank. and

Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature
when it is the source of borated water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature
when it is the source of borated water.

For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does
not constitute a positive reactivity addition pro'vided the boron concentra-
tion in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by Specification
3.1.2. T.b .2.

D. C. COOK - UNIT 1 3 -'-li Amendment No. 52, 11<
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

a ~ A boric acid storage system with:
Ebony

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of~ gallons,
gag 5g'po

2. Between Q~jee- and ~~ ppm of boron, and
49

3. A minimum solution temperature of~'F.
b. The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum contained volume of 350,000 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a.

b.

With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the
storage system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6. hours and borated
to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1X ak/k at 200'F;
restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status
within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
next 30 hours.

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore
the tank to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUT-
DOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

~oh ~~u/~d
info, 4e <CS'

woggg 3
0. C. COOK - UNIT 1 Amendment No. AS, <II
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G COND ON W 0

3.9.1 Pith ehe reactor vessel. head unbolead or removed, ehe boron
concaneraeion of all filled portions of ehe Raaceor Coolant System and tha
refueling canaL shall be maintained uniform and sufficient eo ensure chat ehe
more restrictive of ehe following xaaceiviey conditions is mee:

a ~ Either a K f of 0.95 or less, which includes a 1% dk/k.effconservative allowance for uncertainties, or

b. A. boron conceneratf,on of greater chan or equal to 2400 ppm, which
includes a 50 ppm conservative al.lowance for uncertainties.

D T ifODE 6*

hM~AE:

Rich the raquiremencs of ehe above specification noc satisfied, immadiatal.y
suspend all operacions involving CORE ALTHATEONS or positive xeacMvity
chan a ~ and initiate and concinua boraeion ac graacar than or equal to
gpm ozMMWppm boric acid solucion or its equivalent uncil K ff is reducedeffeo less chan or equal eo 0.95 or ehe boron concentration is restored eo
greaeer than or equal. eo 2400 ppm, whichever is tha mora respective. Tha
provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are noc applicable.

C

4.9.1.1 Tha more rasericeive of ehe above ewo xeaceivf.~~ condieions shalL be
determined prior eo:

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head,'nd

b. Withdrawal of any full length control xod in excess og 3 feec fromits 5z11y inserted posieion.

<.9. 1.2 The boron concentration of ehe reactor coolanc syscem and the
refueling canal shal.l be determined by chemical analysis ac lease 3 times per
7 days with a maximum time incarval between samples of 72 hours.

The reactor shall be maintained. in KODE 6 «hen ehe reactor vassal. head. is
unbol.eed or removed.

~ For purposes of this specification, addit'on of water from eha R~ does
noc conscience a positive xaactiviey addition provided ehe boron concentracion
in ehe RUST is greater chan eha minimum required by Soacificacion 3.1.2.7.b.Z.

D. C COOK - UN' 3/4 9-l. . ~~NEVE'O.
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3.10.1 The SEKTMQH EQtQXN rocpxiramanc of SpeciQcacion 3.1.I,.1 may be suspended. for
measuremenc of concrol rod ~orth and sbxxcdowa margin provided the reactivity end valeac
to ac lease the highesc estimated control rod @orth.is avxdlable for trip insertion
from OPERABLE coacrol rod(s) .

HODE 2.

B,QTXQK: 4'@AD

a- Qf,th the reac r critical K < > 1.0) and Wth less than the above reaccivicy
e~valeac le f @reap insertion, immediately initiate and continue
borecioa ac > gpm of, boric acid solution or its ecpdvaleac uncs. the
SHUTDOWN HABQIH requQ:ed by Specification 3.1.1.1 Ls restorecL

gf HFD
b- QL.th the reactor subcri,tical (K < 1.0) by less than e above r ctivity

ecpxiva1eac, immediately Qd,tiace a% contixxue boratioa ac, > gpm of, ppm
boric acid solntioa or its ecpxivalenc untQ. the'HUTDOQH HARCIH required by
Specificecioa 3.1.1.1 Ls'restorecL

4.-M.1.1. The position of each fan. length rocL either parciaI1y or fn?1y Mthdrxxwa
sheJL be decernMecL ac lease once per 2. hours-

4.19.1.2 ~ fu11 length rod noc ful1y fzxserx~d shal1~~emonstraced OP~SXZ by
verifyixxg ics rod drop cue to be g 2.4 seconds WthQLZ 4K'-prior to redx~g the
SIHJXDOQE KhECZH to less thaa th limits of Sp eQ~xci'I-1.

3/4 l0-1 AMEH126ZT NO.
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3 4.1 REACTIUITY CONTROL SYS ~~8

BAB .B

3 4.1.1.4 MODERATOR T™PZRATURZ COE:=ICI"=hi (MTC) Con inued)

cance..tzation assoc aced w'th fuel buznup. The con= zmation that the
measured and appropriately compensated MTC value is w'idxin the allowable
tolerance of che predicted value provides additional assurances that the
coefficient vill be maintained within its limits during intervals between
measurement.

3 4.1.1.5 MINIMUM T™ZERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will noc be made c '"ical
with the Reactor Coolant System average temperature less than 541 F. Th's
limitation is zequi ed to ensure 1) the moderatox tempezatuze coefficient is
within its analyzed tempezatuxe zange, 2) the pzotective inst~entation s .

~ within ics norma1 operating range, and 3) the pressurixez is capable of being
in an OP%ABLE status with a steam bubble, and 4) che reactor pressure

vesse's

above its minimum RT temperature. Administ ac've procedures will be
established to ensure cd P-12 blocked functions are unblocked before taking
the reactor cxitical.

3 4.1.2 BORATION SYS~B.=

The boron injection system'nsures that'negative reactivity control
is available duzing each mode af facilicy apezacion. The components
requi.zed to perform ~ function include 1) borated water sources,
2) charging pumps, 3) separate flow pachs,.4) boric acid t=ansfer pumps,

and+ an emergency powez supply
fram OP~LE diesel gene atozs. $

'ith

the RCS average temperature above 200 F, a minimum of two separate0

and xedundanc boron injection systems are provided to ensure single
functional capability in the event an assumed failure renders one of the
systems inopex'able. Allowable out-of-sexvice peziods ensure that minor
component x'epaiz ar car ective action may be compleced without undue " sk to
overall fac 1'ty safecy fram injection system failures du ing the repa'r
pez'd.

The limitation foz a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump co be
OPERABL. and the Surveillance Requirement to ve ify all charging pumps and
safety injection pumas, except the x'equired OPERABLE charging pump, to be
inoperable below 152 F, unless the reactor vessel head is removed, pro~ides
assu ance that a mass addition pressure transient can be relieved by the
operacion of a single PORU. g5'5Q

85oc
The boration c ability of eithe system is sufficient to pzovide the

required SHUTDOWN GIN fram all op acing conditions after xenon decay and
cooldown to 200 F. The maximLxa e ted horatian capability, usable volumea

requirement, is~&gallons of ~&ppm borated water fram the boric acid
storage tanks

considex'acia

COOK NUC~~ LANT - UKT 1 B 3/4 1-2 A~DMENT NO. f29, 167

The minimum contained RWST volume is based on ECCS

See Section B 3/4.5.5.
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Cook Nuclear Plant Technical Specification Insert

Insert a

for providing required SHUTDOWN MARGIN after xenon decay and cooldown to 5474F
and additional borated water from a second boric acid tank, or batching tank, or
refueling water storage tank for further cooldown to 200'F. With the refueling
water storage tank as the only source, based on conservative calculations, a

" maximum of 99598 gallons of 2400 ppm borated water is required.





REACTIVITY CONTROL SYS~S

BORATION SYSTBfS Continued

Pith the RCS average temperature above 200 F, one injection system is0

accapcable without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable
reactivity condition of the reactor and tha additional zesWccions
prohibiting CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity change ia the event
the single injection system becomes inoperabla.

dggo
SX6 $00

The boracion capability ra acL belov 200 is sufficieac provide a
SHUTDOQN MARGIN of L,4, k/k af xenon y and cool from 200 'F co
140 F. This condition requires e gaIlons of pm borated,
water from che boric acid scorage tanks )SCgHV g o ppm
boracacL water from the refueling vacer storage tank. e charging flowpach
of Unit 1 required for Unit 2 shucdovn support ensures that flow is
available co Unit 2 and addresses the requiremancs of 10 Cci. 50 Appendix R.
The flovpath consists of a charging pump poveracL from aa elect ical bus aad
associacecL vataz supplies and delivery system. Fire vacchas poscacL in che
affecced opposite unit areas (i.a., Unit 2 areas requiring usa of the
Unit 1 chargiag system ia the event of a fire) may serve as the equivalent
shucdown capability specified ia the action statemaacs of Spec~Zicacion
3.3..2.3. In the affected areas, either establish concinnous fire vatches
or verify the OPERABILIIY of fire detectors per Specification 4.3.3.7 aacL
establish hourly fire vacch patrols. Tha required opposite unit

equipmeat",'long

with the surveillance requirements necessary to easuze that
this;.'quipmencis capable of fulfillingits'ntandacL Appendix.R alternace safe

shucdova fuaction have been established aad ara included in a~plant
procedure. An acLdf.cional procedure details how tha above noted fire
vacches villbe LmplamaatecL.

The limits on contained water volume and bozon conceac=ation of the RUST
aLso ensure a pH value of becveea 7.6 and 9.5 for the solution recirculated
within concaiameac after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes tha evolution of
iocLiae aad minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic sc ass cor osion on
mechanical syscams ancL components.

The OPERABILITY of bozoa injection system cLuriag REHHKZNG ensures thac
this system is available for reactivity control vhi'a in MODE 6.

3 4.1.3 MOVABLE CONTROL ASSc~JLLIES

The specificacioas of this section ensure that (1) accapcable power
dis~bucion lind.cs are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN YARGQT is
maiacainecL, and (3) che potential effects of tod ejection acc'dane are

g choric scag gfaepe7anl< P.v+Pron

IecA~ 1 cubi( S~ecigi ca<(~~ 3. (. ~7
I<<~~Pcs W goo b pa 4(ov g

COOK NUCLEI P~~ - UNIT L 5 3/4 1-3
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3 4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3 4. 1 . 1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARCIN - T CREATE THAN 2OO F

LIMITINC CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater chan or equal to 1.6i Delta .k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2*, 3, and 4.

hCTZON:

~ Pith the SHUTDORi MARGIN less than 1.6% Delta /k, immediately initiate and
continue boration at greater than or equal to cpm of a solution containing

~ greater than or equal to ~48 ppm boron or equivalent until the required
SHUTDOWN MARCIN is restored.

SQRVEIIJANCE'E UIREMENTS

4.1.1.X.1 The SHUTDOWN MARCIN shall be determined to be greater chan'or
equal to 1.6% Delta k/k:

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s)
and at least once per 12 houzs thereafter vhile the rod(s) is
inoperable, If the inoperable contzol rod is immovable or
untrippable, the above requized SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be verified
acceptable vith an increased allovance for the vithdravn vorth of
the immovable or untrippable contzol zod(s).

b. @hen in MODE 1 or MODE' vich K ff greater than oz equal to 1.0, a'c
least once per 12 hours by verifying that control bank vithdzaval
is vichin the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.

C ~ %hen in MODE 2 vith K f less than 1.0, vichin 4 hours prior to
achieving reactor cziEHali.cy by verifying that the predicted
critical control rod position is vithin che limits of Specification
3.1.3,6.

d. Prior to initial operation above 5i RATED THEmL POVER after each
fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e belov, vith the
control banks at the maximum insezcion limit of Specification
3.1.3.6.

*See Special Tasc Exception 3.10.1

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT - UNIT 2 3/4 l-l AMENDMENT NO. 82.7<8 <3<
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T LESS THAN OR E UAL TO 200 F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to L0% Delca k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MhRGIN less than L0% Delt k/k, imediately iniciate and
concinue boration ac greater than or equal to gpss of a solution containing
greater than oz equal to 4~% ppm boron or equivalent until the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is zestored. gg~
SURVEILLANCE RE UI~ENTS

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be deterained to be greatez than oz equal
to L04 Delta k/k:

ae Within one hour after detection of an inoperable contzol rod(s)
and at least once per 12 hours chezeafter vhile the rod(s) is
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is isssovable or

'ntrippable,the SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be verified acceptable vith an
increased allovance for the vithdravn vorth of the 1rmovable or
untrippable concrol zod(s).

b. At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the folloving factors:

L Reactor coolant systea boron concentzation,

2. Conczol rod position,

3. Reactor coolanc system average teuperature,
e

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy genezation,

5. Xenon concentration, and

6. Sanariea concentration.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2 3/4 1-3 AMENDMENT NO. 82, tel, Ze2,
134





REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3 4 1 BORATXON SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN

IM NG COND TION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following,boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump
and charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System if only the boric
acid storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7.a is OPERABLE, or

b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging
pump to the Reactor Coolant System if only the refueling water
storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7.b is OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

A~CT ON:

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes* until at least one injection
path is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 At least. one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

b.

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperaturesof the
0 greater than or equal to~ F when a f1ow path from the boric acid tanks is used.

69,
At least once per 31 days by verifying that, each ~alve (manuaI.,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct

'osition.

* For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does
not constitute a positive reactivity addition provided the boron
concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by
Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.

, CnbS m
~ yCN g COn@lall1 48 gi'~ / /
Me boy i'C a iCt'b~k T ~'~'"+'~

(
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - OPERATINC

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 Each of the following boron injection flow paths shall be

OPERABLE:

a 0 The flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid
transfer pump and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant
System, and

b. The flow.path fr'om the refueling water storage tank via a

charging pu'mp to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a ~

b.

With the flow path from the boric acid tanks inoperable,
restore the inoperable flow path to OPERABLE status within
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a

SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least ll hk/k at 200'F
within the next 6 hours; restore the flow path to OPERABLE

status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within
~ the next 30 hours.

With the flow path from the refueling water storage tank
inoperable,. restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within
one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a ~

the
east once per 7 days by verifying that the temperaturesof

a~ca,s co~Wc i~i'ng 4a P'~ P ~~ t
Ae be~< c acid'O

5/e J,„j Bee ave goeD«++" eg >e/+ ESP
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

c . At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that
each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on a RWST sequencing signal.

C

'g ~nH H5(~g /- o n ca.pe~
@~~~pp py verify(<p lh a >

lp ~deci'gi ~oPg 3 f'Q.'2''~
pdi KEf

%e
~, (;ue~s nF le

~,(~„& Sysfevn

l pep 5/0

etc<<Y'
pic 'Ppc,s~
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEHS

BORATED MATER SOURCES - SHUTOOMN

LIHITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be..
OPERABLE:

~ ~
aa

'.1

a.

b.

A boric acid storage system Wl the

'I. A minimum usable berated water volume of2888 gallons,
44tH&

2. Between andi~S89 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 445'F.
6S

The refueling water storage tank with:

3.

A minimum usable borated water volume of 90,000 gallons.
A minimum boron concentration of 2400 ppm, and

A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

A

I

I

I

APPLICABILITY: MOOES 5 and 6.

ACTlON:

Mith no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes* until at least one borated ~ater
source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

~ ~

4.1.2;7 The above required'borated water source sha)l be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a.. At 1east once per 7 days by:

1.. Verifying the boron concentration'of the w'ater,

2. Veri@ing the contained borated water. volume, and

3. Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature
when it is the source of borated water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RMST temperature whenit is the source of borated water.

"For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RMST does
not constitute a dilution activity provided the boron concentration in
the RMST is greater than or equal to the minimum required by Specification
3.1.2.7.b.2.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LDflTING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.8

a ~

Each of the folloving boraced vacer sources shall be OPERABLE:

A boric acid storage system vith:
g$ oO

l. A minimum concained borated vater volume of~ gallons,
4rro

2. Becveen ~QQEI-and ~~ ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of~ F.0

6Z

b. The refueling water storage tank with:

l. A minimum contained borated vater volume of 350,000 gallons of ~
water,

2. Becveen 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum soluci,on temperature of 80 F,0

APPLICABILITY: AQDES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a ~ With the boric acid storage system..inooerable, rescore the
storage system to OPERABLE status vithi.n 72 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY vithin the next 6 hours,and borated

. co a SHUTDOWN HARGIN equivalent to'c l~ast 1X Delta k/k at 200 F;
restore the boric acid siorage syscem co'PERABLE status vichin
the next 7 days or be fn COLD SHUTDOWN.Iwichin the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling vater storage tank inoperable, restore
the tank to OPERABLE scatus vichin one hour or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUT-
DOWN vithin che folloving 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.1.2.8 Each borated vater source shalt be demonstrated OPERABLE:

I|io E ~IAiaaf'e

RCg
> ~'m~e<I'S

b>«f'ed AJ~ few /5 jng~feg
~gap" 58~7 Vol@+ ~ÃRG

IN'PI

0iPEs
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3 4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION.

LIMITING CONOITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 with the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron concentra-
tion of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant System and the refueling
canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure that the more
restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is met:

a. Either a Keff of 0.95 or less, which includes a N dk/k conserv-
ative allowance for uncertainties, or

b. A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2400 ppm, which
includes a 50 ppm conservative allowance for uncertainties.

APPLICABILITY: MOOE 6*.

ACTION:

With the requir ents of the above specification not satisfied,'immediately
suspend all o rations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes~ an nitiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
~gpm of4QMe ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent until Keff is
reduced to less than or equal to 0.95 or the boron concentration is restored
to greater than or equal to.2400 ppm, whichever is the more restrictive- The
provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURYEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall
be determined prior to-

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

b- Withdrawal of any full length control rod in excess of 3 feet
from its fully inserted position within the reactor pressure
vessel.

4.9. 1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant .system and the
refueling canal shall be determined by chemical analysis at least once
per 72 hours.

"The reactor sha11 be maintained in MOOE 6 when the reactor vessel head is
unbolted or removed.

~For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RMST does
not constitute a positive reactivity addition provided the boron concentra-
tion in the RMST is greater than the minimum required by Specification
3. 1. 2- 7.b.2.
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CE ONS

ON 0

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be suspended
for measuxemene of control rod worth and shutdown margin provided the xeaceiviey
equivalene eo ae lease the highese eseimated conerol rod worth is available for erip
insertion fox'PERABLE control rod(s).

C : MODE 2.

8KEE 655 o

With any full length con ol rod noe
reactivity equivalent lable for
coneinue boraeion ae a gpm of
equivalene until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN
xestored.

ly insereed and with less than the above
p insertion; immediately initiate and

ppm boric acid solution or ies
required by Specification 3.1.1.1 is

With all fu11 length.conexol rods inserted and the reactor subcritical by less
than the above xeaceiviey equivalent, immediately initiate and continue boraeion
ae a gpm of 4~988 ppm boric acid solution or ies equivalene until the

MARGIN re red by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

4 .10.1.1 The position of each full length xod either partially or fullywithdrawn
shall be determined ae lease once per 2 houxs.

4.10.1.2 Each full length rod noe fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable offull insereion when tripped fxom ae lease the 50% withdrawn posieion within 7 daysprior eo reducing ehe SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of Specification
3.1.1.1.

(
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The Limitations on '.4TC are provided to ensure that the value of this
coefficient emafns within the Limiting conditions assumed for this paramecer
in the FSAR accident and transient analyses.

The KE'C values of thi.s specifi.cation are applicable co a speci.fic set of
plane conditions; accord'ngLy, verification of HTC values ac condicions other
than those e:cplicitly stated «ilL require ext apolation to those cordit ons
in order to permit an accu a"e coaparison.

Zt is confi"=ed by cycLe
the NXC a" ROC, HZP (All rods
rods ouc), thus assurf.;.g "hat

spec'f c net =ro
%it) As 4y eal
«'4e sum gg $ '0 0 geog

in sa"e"; analy

nic analyses that the val e o"
ihan the 'al e a- KQC, H"=P (p.ll

ac "'".e lat"er condition is
s ass~~pc ons ~

suasive i ~ so q e ego ~

eaTi Bma ..s L .. s
price pa''y to t..e "e c" o

burnup .

re=en-s
c each
't c is s

c -rn «oo AvJ

6 as" e e. o «4
~41

bo o.. co .ce.. a ion

a a'4
e 1ee4 a'i i@le

C'eio cQ! ia rn \ oai
changes 5 ovlv due

assoc ate» Pith ue

5 M- MB >=MP" —..-R= ». CR-,~~c«

This specificacicn ensures char. che reacto- vi 1 noc be made critical
vith the Reaccor Coolant System avera"e temperatu"e less than "41 F. Thiso

Limitation f.s reouired to ensure 1) the moderator " perature coefficient i.s
'~ithin its ana y ed te=perature range, 2) the protec"'ve inst~entacion is
<i>in its nor "L operating range, 3) the pressu=iver is capable of being fn
a OPMLE status vith a steam bubble, and 4) the reactor pressure vessel i.s
above i,ts mint=urn RT„ temperaaire. Adminis—ative procedures vQL be
established co ensure the P-V bloctced "unctions are .unlocked before tatc=ng
the reactor critical.

The boron in)ection syscem ensures tha" negative- reactivity controL is
available during each mode of faciI.'ty operac'on. The components requi"ed to
perfoxn this Rection include 1) borated vate sou ces, 2) charging pumps, 3)
separate flow paths, 4) bori.c acid transfer pump

, and+ an emergency pover supply f"om OPHA3I:. diesel generators.
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'
4 ~ 1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

a
With the RCS average temperature above 200 t, a minimum of two s parate and

redundant hazen injection systems are pzovided to ensure single functional
capabi.lity in the event an assumed failuxe renders ane of the systans
inoperable. Allowable out-of-servi.ce periods ensure that mLnor component
repair or correccive action may he completed without undue risk to overall
faci.lLty safety fram injection system failuxes duxing the repaiz period.

The limitation fax maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be OPERABLE and
the Surveillance Roqui emont to verify all charging pumps and safety injection

a
pumps, except tho zequl od OPERABLE chaxging pump, to be inoperable below 152 P,

unless the roac ar vessel head i.s removed, pxavides assurance that. a mass
addition pressuxe transient can be zelLovod by the operation of a single pORV.

gazoo 6SSO
The horatian capa L1.'ty of oithex system Ls suff'cienc to provide the requi.red
SHUTDOWN MARCIN cm expoc"ed ope acing candicions after xenon decay and
caaldawn co 200 .he maximum o octad horatian capabi.li.ty usable volume
requirement is ~ gallons of ~444 ppm haratod water fzcm the haric acid
scoxage tank

T an
The minimum RWST heron concentxation, squired by the

p -LOCA Long-tozm coo1.i.ng analysis is 2400 ppm. The minimum contained RWST

I ~ ~

se~t; 6
WLth.the RCS average temperature below 200 tr'ne injection system Ls acceptable0

without single failure consideration on the basis of the scable xeaccivity
condition of the xoactar and the addi,tienal xesczictLons prohLbiting CORE
ALT RATIONS and positive noae ivi y change in tho event the single Lnjecti.on
system becomes inaporable.

45K'he

heron capabilLty required hei OO.P Ls ffLciont to px'de the required
a

MODE 5 SHUTDOWN MJQtQZN after xenon de y and oldown fzam 20 P to 140 F. 'This
candLc'on requires usable volumes of ei galLans of~400 ppm berated
water from che baric acid scoxage tanks or gallons of horacad water f em
the refueling water scorage tank. Tho horatian soux'ce volumes ef TechnLcaL,
Specif'cation 3.1.2.7 have been conservatively inczoased to galLons from
che boric acid storage. tanks and 90,000 gal1ans fram tho ref Lnq water storage
tank. o

e c

goo>
The limits on contai.nod water vaLume and horan concentration of tho RWST also
onsuxe a pH value af hecween 7.6 and 9.5 fox'he solucian recirculated within
containment aftox a LocA. This pH hand minimixee the evolution of iodine and
minimixes the effect of chloride and causti.c stress corrosion on mechanicaL
systems and campanonts.

The OPERABIL Y af heron injoctian system during REPUELINC ensu ss that this
system is available far reaccivi.ty control whi.le in MODE 6.

COOK NUCLPJQL PLANT - UNIT 2 B 3/4 1-3 AMENDMENT NO Bgr
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Cook Nuclear Plant Technical Specification Insert

~Iseult b

for providing required SHUTDOWN MARGIN aEter xenon decay and cooldown to 5474F
and additional borated water from a second boric acid tank, or batching tank, or
refueling water storage tank for further cooldown to 2004F. With the refueling
water storage tank as the only source, based on conservative calculations, a
maximum of 69215 gallons oE 2400 ppm borated water is required.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVI'IYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - TAV GREATER THAN 2000F

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be greater than or equal to 1.6% Delta k/k.

a '*"''
ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.6% Delta k/k, immediately initiate and continue boration at greater

than or equal to 34 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 6,550 ppm boron or equivalent until the

required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be determined to be greater than or equal to 1.6% Delta k/k:

a.

b.

Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rods(s) and at least once per 12

hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is
immovable or untrippable, the above required SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be verified
acceptable with an increased allowance for the withdrawn worth of the immovable or
untrippable control rod(s).

When in MODE 1 or MODE 2 with Keffgreater than or equal to 1.0, at least once per
12 hours by verifying that control bank withdrawal is within the limits of Specification
3.1.3.5.

C.

d.

When in MODE 2 with Keff less than 1.0, within 4 hours prior to achieving reactor
criticality by verifying that the predicted critical control rod position is within the limits
of Specification 3.1.3.5.

Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERMALPOWER after each fuel loading,
by consideration of the factors of e below, with the control banks at the maximum
insertion limit of Specification 3.1.3.5.

'See Special Test Exception 3. 10.1.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page 3/4 1-1 AMENDMENTV4, ~, 448
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONFOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - TAVG LESS THAN OR E UALTO 200'F

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be greater than or equal to 1.0% Delta k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.0% Delta k/k, immediately initiate and continue boration at greater
than or equal to 34 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 6,550 ppm boron or equivalent until the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be greater than or equal to 1.0% Delta k/k:

aO Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and at least once per 12

hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is

immovable or untrippable, the SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be verified acceptable with
an increased allowance for the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable control
rod(s).

b, At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following factors:

2.

3.

4.

Reactor coolant system boron concentration,

Control rod position,

Reactor coolant system average temperature,

Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,

Xenon concentration, and

Samarium concentration.
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3/4 LIMITPtGCONDITION FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the followingboron injection flow paths shall be OPERABLE:

A flowpath from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump and charging pump
to the Reactor Coolant System ifonly the boric acid storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7a
is OPERABLE, or

The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging pump to the Reactor
Coolant System if only the refueling water storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7b is

OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

MODES 5 and 6.

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes'ntil at least one injection path is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperatures of the areas containing the
flow path components from the boric acid tank to the blending tee are greater than or
equal to 63'F when a fiow path from the boric acid tanks is used.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

'For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute positive reactivity
addition provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by Specification
3.1.2.7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONFOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 Each of the following boron injection flow paths shall be OPERABLE:

The flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump and a charging
pump to the Reactor Coolant System, and

The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging pump to the Reactor
Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the flowpath from the boric acid tanks inoperable, restore the inoperable flow path
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to
a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% dDdk at 200'F within the next 6
hours; restore the fiowpath to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

With the flowpath from the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the flowpath
to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperatures of the areas containing the
flow path components from the boric acid tank to the blending tee are greater than or
equal to 63'F.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the fiow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

/

At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on an RWST sequencing signal.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that the flow path required by
specification 3.1.2.2.a delivers at least 34 gpm to the Reactor Coolant System.

COOK NUCLEAR PLANT-UNIT1 Page 3/4 1-9
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

ao A boric acid storage system with:

l. A minimum usable borated water volume of 5000 gallons,
2. Between 6,550 and 6,990 ppm of boron, and
3. A minimum solution temperature of 63'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of 90,000 gallons,
2. A minimum boron concentration of 2400 ppm, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONSor positive
reactivity changes'ntil at least one borated water source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.7 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

ae At least once per 7 days by:

1.
2.
3.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water,
Verifying the water level volume of the tank, and

Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature when it is the source
of borated water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when it is the source of
borated water.

'For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute a positive
reactivity addition provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by
Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATIONS

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

aO

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

A boric acid storage system with:

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of 8,500 gallons,

2. Between 6,550 and 6,990 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 63'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum contained volume of 350,000 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

MODES 1,2, 3 and 4.

ae With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the storage system to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and

borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGINequivalent to at least 1% ~ at 200'F; restore
the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Not required when borated water is injected into the RCS to meet SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of
MODES 3 and 4.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS,

BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron concentration of all filled portions of the
Reactor Coolant System and the refueling canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure that
the more restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is met:

aO Either a K,itof 0.95 or less, which includes a 1% hk/k conservative allowance for uncertainties,
or

b. A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2400 ppm, which includes a 50 ppm
conservative allowance for uncertainties.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

MODE 6

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes and initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
34 gpm of 6,550 ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent until K,„ is reduced to less than or equal to 0,95 or the
boron concentration is restored to greater than or equal to 2400 ppm, whichever is the more restrictive. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.9.1.1

b.

The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall be determined prior to:

Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

Withdrawal of any full length control rod in excess of 3 feet from its fully inserted position.

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant system and the refueling canal shall be determined

by chemical analysis at least 3 times per 7 days with a maximum time interval between samples
of 72 hours.

The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is unbolted or removed.

For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute a positive
reactivity addition provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by
Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be suspended for
measurement of control rod worth and shutdown margin provided the reactivity equivalent to at
least the highest estimated control rod worth is available for trip insertion from OPERABLE
control rod(s).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION:

With the reactor critical (K,~ 2 1.0) and with less than the above reactivity equivalent
available for trip insertion, immediately initiate and continue boration at R 34 gpm of
6,550 ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWNMARGINrequired
by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

With the reactor subcritical (K,„( 1.0) by less than the above reactivity equivalent,
immediately initiate and continue boration at 2 34 gpm of 6,550 ppm boric acid solution
or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by Specification 3.1.1.1 is

restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.10.1.1~ ~

4.10.1.2

The position ofeach full length rod either partially or fullywithdrawn shall be determined at least
once per 2 hours.

Each full length rod not fullyinserted shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying its rod drop
time to be 6 2.4 seconds within7 days prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGINto less than
the limits of Specification 3.1.1.1.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1.4 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT TC Continued

concentration associated with fuel burnup. The confirmation that the measured and appropriately compensated MTC
value is within the allowable tolerance of the predicted value provides additional assurances that the coefficient will
be maintained within its limits during intervals between measurement.

3/4.1.1.5 MINIMUMTEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made critical with the Reactor Coolant System average
temperature less than 541'F. This limitation is required to ensure 1) the moderator temperature coefficient is within
its analyzed temperature range, 2) the protective instrumentation is within its normal operating range, and 3) the
pressurizer is capable of being in an OPERABLE status with a steam bubble, and 4) the reactor pressure vessel is
above its minimum RT„nr temperature. Administrative procedures willbe established to ensure the P-12 blocked
functions are unblocked before taking the reactor critical.

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control is available during each mode of facility
operation. The components required to perform this function include 1) borated water sources, 2) charging pumps,
3) separate flow paths, 4) boric acid transfer pumps, and 5) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE diesel
generators.

With the RCS average temperature above 200'F, a minimum of two separate and redundant boron injection systems
are provided to ensure single functional capability in the event an assumed failure renders one of the systems
inoperable. Allowable outwf-service periods ensure that minor component repair or corrective action may be
completed without undue risk to overall facility safety from injection system failures during the repair period.

The limitation for a maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be OPERABLE and the Surveillance
Requirement to verify all charging pumps and safety injection pumps except the required OPERABLE charging
pump, to be inoperable below 152'F, unless the reactor vessel head is removed, provides assurance that a mass
addition pressure transient can be relieved by the operation of a single PORV.

The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN from all
operating conditions after xenon decay and cooldown to 200'F. The maximum expected boration capability, usable
volume requirement, is 8500 gallons of 6550 ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks for providing
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN after xenon decay and cooldown to 547'F and additional borated water from a
second boric acid tank, or batching tank, or refueling water storage tank for further cooldown to 200'F. With the
refueling water storage tank as the only source, based on conservative calculations, a maximum of 99598 gallons
of2400 ppm borated water is required. The minimum contained RWST volume is based on ECCS considerations.
See Section B 3/4.5.5.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS Continued

With the RCS average temperature above 200'F, one injection system is acceptable without single failure
consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting
CORE ALTERATIONSand positive reactivity change in the event the single injection system becomes inoperable.

The boration capability required below 200'F is sufficient to provide a SHUTDOWN MARGINof 1% 6 k/k after
xenon decay and cooldown from 200'F to 140'F. This condition requires either 900 gallons of 6,550 ppm borated
water from the boric acid storage tanks or 3265 gallons of 2400 ppm borated water from the refueling water storage
tank. The boric acid storage tank boration source volume ofTechnical Specification 3.1.2.7 has been conservatively
increased to 5,000 gallons. The charging flowpath of Unit 1 required for Unit2 shutdown support ensures that flow
is available to Unit 2 and addresses the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix R. The flowpath consists of a

charging pump powered from an electrical bus and associated water supplies and delivery system. Fire watches
posted in the affected opposite unit areas (i.e., Unit2 areas requiring use of the Unit 1 charging system in the event
of a fire) may serve as the equivalent shutdown capability specified in the action statements ofSpecification 3.1.2.3.
In the affected areas, either establish continuous fire watches or verify the OPERABILITYof fire detectors per
Specification 4.3.3.7 and establish hourly fire watch patrols. The required opposite unit equipment along with the
surveillance requirements necessary to ensure that this equipment is capable of fulfillingits intended Appendix R
alternate safe shutdown function have been established and are included in a plant procedure. An additional plant
procedure details how the above noted fire watches willbe implemented.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value ofbetween 7.6
and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of
iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The OPERABILITY of boron injection system during REFUELING ensures that this system is available for
reactivity control while in MODE 6.

3/4.1.3 MOVABLECONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power distribution limits are maintained, (2) the
minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained, and (3) the potential effects of rod ejection accident are
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARGIN T v GREATER THAN 200 F

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 1.6% Delta k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.6% Delta k/k, immediately initiate and continue boration at greater
than or equal to 34 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 6,550 ppm boron or equivalent until the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be determined to be greater than or equal to 1.6% Delta k/k:

ao

b.

Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and at least once per 12

hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is
immovable or untrippable, the above required SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be verified
acceptable with an increased allowance for the withdrawn worth of the immovable or
untrippable control rod(s).

When in MODE 1 or MODE 2 with K,itgreater than or equal to 1.0, at least once per
12 hours by verifying that control bank withdrawal is within the limits of Specification
3.1.3.6.

C.

d.

When in MODE 2 with K,~ less than 1.0, within 4 hours prior to achieving reactor
criticality by verifying that the predicted critical control rod position is within the limits
of Specification 3.1.3.6.

Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERMALPOWER after each fuel loading,
by consideration of the factors of e below, with the control banks at the maximum
insertion limit of Specification 3.1.3.6.

See Special Test Exception 3.10.1.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN T v LESS THAN OR E UALTO 200 F

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal to 1.0% Delta k/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.0% Delta k/k, immediately initiate and continue boration at greater
than or equal to 34 gpm of a solution containing greater than or equal to 6,550 ppm boron or equivalent until the
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be determined to be greater than or equal to 1.0% Delta k/k:

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and at least once per 12

hours thereafter while the rod(s) is inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is
immovable or untrippable, the SHUTDOWN MARGINshall be verified acceptable with
an increased allowance for the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable control
rod(s).

b. At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following factors:

2.

3.

5.

6.

Reactor coolant system boron concentration,

Control rod position,

Reactor coolant system average temperature,

Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,

Xenon concentration, and

Samarium concentration.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 As a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths shall be OPERABLE:

a0 A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump and charging pump
to the Reactor Coolant System if only the boric acid storage tank in Specification
3.1.2.7.a is OPERABLE, or

b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging pump to the Reactor
Coolant System if only the refueling water storage tank in Specification 3.1.2.7.b is
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes until at least one injection path is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a0 At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperatures of the areas containing the
flow path components from the boric acid tank to the blending tee are greater than or
equal to 63'F when a flow path from the boric acid tanks is used.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

'For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute positive reactivity
addition provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by Specification
3.1.2,7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 Each of the following boron injection flow paths shall be OPERABLE:

The flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump and a charging
pump to the Reactor Coolant System, and

b. The flow path from the refueling water storage tank via a charging pump to the Reactor
Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the flow path from the boric acid tanks inoperable, restore the inoperable fiowpath
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to
a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% hk/k at 200'F within the next 6

hours; restore the fiowpath to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the flowpath from the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the flowpath
to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

aO At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperatures of the areas containing the
flow path components from the boric acid tank to the blending tee are greater than or
equal to 63'F.

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or
automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its correct position.

C. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that each automatic valve in
the flow path actuates to its correct position on a RWST sequencing signal.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown by'erifying that the flow path required by
specification 3.1.2.2.a delivers at least 34 gpm to the Reactor Coolant System.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

aO

b.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

A boric acid storage system with:

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of 5,000 gallons,

2. Between 6,550 and 6,990 ppm of boron, aad

3. A minimum solution temperature of 63'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum usable borated water volume of 90,000 gallons,

2. A minimum boron conceatratioa of 2400 ppm, aad

3. A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

MODES 5 and 6.

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONSor positive
reactivity changes until at least one borated water source is restored to OPERABLE status,

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.7 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by:

1. Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

2. Verifying the coataiaed borated water volume, and

3. Verifyiag the boric acid storage tank solution temperature when it is the source
of borated water.

b. At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when it is the source of
borated water.

'For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute a dilution activity
provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than or equal to the minimum required by
Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.1 REACTIVITYCONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1,2.8 Each of the following borated water sources shall be OPERABLE:

aO

APPLICABILITY:

ACTION:

A boric acid storage system with:

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 8500
gallons,'.

Between 6,550 and 6,990 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 63'F.

The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum contained borated water volume of 350,000 gallons of water,

2. Between 2400 and 2600 ppm of boron, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 80'F.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

With the boric acid storage system inoperable, restore the storage system to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and

borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1% Delta k/k at 200'F;
restore the boric acid storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be

in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status

within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.1.2.8 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Not required when borated water is injected into the RCS to meet SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of
MODES 3 and 4.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron concentration of all filled portions of the
Reactor Coolant System and the refueling canal shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure that
the more restrictive of the following reactivity conditions is met:

aO Either a K,iiof0.95 or less, which includes a 1% hk/k conservative allowance for uncertainties,
or

b. A boron concentration of greater than or equal to 2400 ppm, which includes a 50 ppm
conservative allowance for uncertainties.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 .

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes and initiate and continue boration at greater than or equal to
34 gpm of 6,550 ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent until K,it is reduced to less than or equal to 0.95 or the

boron concentration is restored to greater than or equal to 2400 ppm, whichever is the more restrictive. The
provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions shall be determined prior to:

a. Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

b.. Withdrawal of any full length control rod in excess of3 feet from its fully inserted position within
the reactor pressure vessel.

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant system and the refueling canal shall be determined

by chemical analysis at least once per 72 hours.

'The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is unbolted or removed.

"For purposes of this specification, addition of water from the RWST does not constitute a positive
reactivity addition provided the boron concentration in the RWST is greater than the minimum required by
Specification 3.1.2.7.b.2.
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3/4 LIMITINGCONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS
3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may be suspended for measurement of
control rod worth and shutdown margin provided the reactivity equivalent to at least the highest estimated

control rod worth is available for trip insertion for OPERABLE control rod(s).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION:

aO With any full length contml rod not fully inserted and with less than the above reactivity
equivalent available for trip insertion, immediately initiate and continue boration at > 34 gpm of
6,550 ppm boric'acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by
Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

b. With all full length control rods inserted and the reactor subcritical by less than the above

reactivity equivalent, immediately initiate and continue boration at R 34 gpm of6,550 ppm boric
acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGINrequired by Specification 3.1 ~ 1.1

is restored.

SURVEILLANCERE UIREMENTS

4.10.1.1

4.10.1.2

The position of each full length rod either partially or fullywithdrawn shall be determined at least

once per 2 hours.

Each'full length rod not fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable of full insertion when tripped
from at least the 50% withdrawn position within 7 days prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN to less than the limits of Specification 3.1.1.1.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.1 REACTIVI'IYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1.4 MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT T

The limitations on MTC are provided to ensure that the value of this coefficient remains within the limiting
conditions assumed for this parameter in the FSAR accident and transient analyses.

The MTC values of this specification are applicable to a specific set of plant conditions; accordingly, verification
ofMTC values at conditions other than those explicitly stated willrequire extrapolation to those conditions in order
to permit an accurate comparison.

It is confirmed by cycle specific neutronic analyses that the value of the MTC at EOC, HZP (Allrods in) is greater
than the value at EOC, HFP (Allrods out), thus assuring that the surveillance at the latter condition is adequate to
maintain MTC within safety analysis assumptions.

The surveillance requirements for measurement of the MTC at the beginning and near the end of each fuel cycle
are adequate to confirm that the MTC remains within its limits since this coefficient changes slowly due principally
to the reduction in RCS boron concentration associated with fuel burnup.

3/4.1.1.5 MINIMUMTEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made critical with the Reactor Coolant System average

temperature less than 541'F. This limitation is required to ensure 1) the moderator temperature coefficient is within
its analyzed temperature range, 2) the protective instrumentation is within its normal operating range, 3) the

pressurizer is capable of being in an OPERABLE status with a steam bubble, and 4) the reactor pressure vessel is

above its minimum RT~ temperature. Administrative procedures willbe established to ensure the P-12 blocked

functions are unblocked before taking the reactor critical.

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control is available during each mode of facility
operation. The components required to perform this function include 1) borated water sources, 2) charging pumps,

3) separate flow paths, 4) boric acid transfer pumps, and 5) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE diesel

generators.
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3/4 BASES
3/4.1 REACTIVI'IYCONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS Continued

With the RCS average temperature above 200'F, a minimum of two separate and redundant boron injection systems

are provided to ensure single functional capability in the event an assumed failure renders one of the systems

inoperable. Allowable out-of-service periods ensure that minor component repair or corrective action may be

completed without undue risk to overall facility safety from injection system failures during the repair period.

The limitation for maximum of one centrifugal charging pump to be OPERABLE and the Surveillance Requirement

to verify all charging pumps and safety injection pumps, except the required OPERABLE charging. pump, to be

inoperable below 152'F, unless the reactor vessel head is removed, provides assurance that a mass addition pressure

transient can be relieved by the operation of a single PORV.

The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide the required SHUTDOWN MARGINfrom expected

operating conditions after xenon decay and cooldown to 200'F. The maximum expected boration capability, usable

volume requirement, is 8500 gallons of 6550 ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks for providing

required SHUTDOWN MARGINafter xenon decay and cooldown to 547'F and additional borated water from a

second boric acid tank, or batching tank, or refueling water storage tank for further cooldown to 200'F. With the

refueling water storage tank as the only source, based on conservative calculations, a maximum of 69215 gallons

of2400 ppm borated water is required. The minimum RWST boron concentration required by the post-LOCA long-

term cooling analysis is 2400 ppm. The minimum contained RWST volume is based on ECCS considerations. See

Section B 3/4.5.5.

With the RCS average temperature below 200'F, one injection system is acceptable without single failure

consideration on the basis of the stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting

CORE ALTERATIONSand positive reactivity change in the event the single injection system becomes inoperable.

The boron capability required below 200'F is sufficient to provide the required MODE 5 SHUTDOWN MARGIN
after xenon decay and cooldown from 200'F to 140'F. This condition requires usable volumes ofeither 900 gallons

of 6,550 ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks or 3265 gallons ofborated water from the refueling

water storage tank. The boration source volumes of Technical Specification 3.1.2.7 have been conservatively

increased to 5,000 gallons from the boric acid storage tanks and 90,000 gallons from the refueling water storage

tank.

The limits on contained water volume and boron concentration of the RWST also ensure a pH value of between 7.6
and 9.5 for the solution recirculated within containment after a LOCA. This pH band minimizes the evolution of
iodine and minimizes the effect of chloride and caustic stress corrosion on mechanical systems and components.

The OPERABILITY of boron injection system during REFUELING ensures that this system is available for
reactivity control while in MODE 6.
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